MONKEYS!
Look for the squirrel monkeys in Meet the Monkeys
*Draw each stage of their life cycle below:*

Circle the correct answers below:
All species of monkey are types of: FISH / REPTILE / MAMMAL
All monkeys **LAY EGGS / GIVE BIRTH TO LIVE BABIES**
Young monkeys look **SIMILAR / VERY DIFFERENT** to their parents
Monkey parents **DO / DO NOT** care for their babies once born

FROGS!
Look for the baby frogs **inside the reptile house**
*Draw and label each stage of a frog life cycle*

Circle the correct answers below:
All species of frog are types of: FISH / AMPHIBIAN / REPTILE
All frogs **LAY EGGS / GIVE BIRTH TO LIVE BABIES**
Young frogs look **SIMILAR / VERY DIFFERENT** to their parents
Frog parents **DO / DO NOT** care for their babies once born
**BUTTERFLIES!**

Look for the butterflies in **Butterfly Paradise**

Draw and label each stage of a butterfly life cycle

Circle the correct answers below:

All species of butterfly are types of: **AMPHIBIAN / INSECT / REPTILE**

All butterflies **LAY EGGS / GIVE BIRTH TO LIVE BABIES**

Young butterflies **LOOK SIMILAR / VERY DIFFERENT** to their parents

Butterfly parents **DO / DO NOT** care for their babies once born

---

**BIRDS!**

Look at some birds around the Zoo

(such as the parrots, flamingos or there are many species inside the Blackburn Pavilion)

Draw and label each stage of a bird life cycle

Circle the correct answers below:

All birds **LAY EGGS / GIVE BIRTH TO LIVE BABIES**

Young birds **LOOK SIMILAR / VERY DIFFERENT** to their parents

Bird parents **DO / DO NOT** care for their babies once born